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The Responsibility of a College in a Changing ·world. 

I was asked to speak on the above named sUbject. How

ever, I would prefer to change the subject to The Hesponsibility 

of the College to Lif e ;;juch as it is. Whether the world is 

changing or somewhat stationary the Uollege rrust make its con

tribution on the highest and finest level to life such as it is. 

'l'he college, whether state supported or privately endowed, 

is a part of our system of education. ~he colleges and the 

secondary schools must work together, not in a spirit of dicta

tion,neither by the secondary schools to the colleges, nor by 

the colleges to the secondary schools, but in a true spirit of 

ceoperation. ~here must be no more break in the process in 

going from high school to college than in going from one grade 

to another in the elementary schools or in the high school. 

It must be all one forward co-operating movement in the whole 

educational process. 

In the early days of the development of higher education 

up to the middle of the nineteenth century there was not much 

modern science nor moderl;lianguage, no scientific study of 

econo~ics and social problems, no modern psychologr and no 

study of psychology and of education. Higher education meant 

mostly Latin,philosophy, mathematics and Greek, and possibly 

SO~B history, and was intended for preachers and teachers and 

for the social elite. On this basis the higher institu~ions · 

in the early days settled themselves down with the conviction 

tbat the established program was the only way to train the 

mind and to get an education. When during the Renaissance 

an effort was made to widen the field of the institutions 
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of higher learning, they refused and held to their established 

ideals. The same attitude we find was quite prominent when 

modern science began to make the revolutionary changes in 

our commercial" econo~ic and industrial life in the latter 

part of the ninete~h century, which of course meant also a 

serious change in our social and political life. Colleges 

refused to recognize these changes in the right spirit and 

so a number of separate technical schools and academies were 

founded. 

This same attitude has come down to us today though it 

has changed very markedly in the last few years. I reme~ber 

the time when a student .in agriculture was called a "hayseed", 

and home economics was placed on a similar level. A little 

over thirty years ago a leading high school principal 

~ ~ a told me that it was alright to give boys and girls 

training in manual arts and in home econonics in high school, 

but they should not get high school credit for it. And some 

twenty rOve years ago I hea~d a prominent leader in educa-
• .cJ I~ • piece 0 f 

tion in Florida say, "The idea, a girl making a/underwear gets 

the same credit as though she had taken a Latin lesson." 

remember what a struggle we had to liberalize 

~ the high school course of study in 1906 when a committee 

of the F.E.A. reported a revised high school curriculum at the 

meeting in St. Augustine. 

However, 1 wish to emphasize that this ,.dG~aa?lBIil we find 

in the history of higher education is not peculiar to that 

field of human endeavor. It is a somewhat human characteristic 

which manifests itself in all phases of human life. We find it 
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in religion, in science, in industry, and many other human 

activities. It is usually believed that dogmatism is chiefly 

found in religion, but a prominent educator in one of our 

great universities in discussing the problem of dogmatism said 

that you cannot get a new idea into the head of a religious 

dogmatist no matter how hard you try. But he explained that the 

religious dogmatist is not the only dogmatist. He said the 

dogma·tist is also found in science. He s aid the dogmatist in 

science goes into the "mole r':1n of his specialty" and does not 

see the world such as it is. He thinks that the clatter of 

his apparatus is the music of the spheres, where everyone else 

knows it is only the clatter of his apparatus. 

de Wx found in education~ychology and 
," . 

other fields of ~ . . , • l And 1: am speaking from personal t 
'" ~ 

experience. t ~~ai~t · ~ som of th s~ e.ms. ... 

On the other hapd, ~e h~ve the ultra l~be~plist,as 
l ~ -... i..{ ( r & 4:. ,/ '. 1 ~ 

opposed to the dogmatist,who places the contributions which the 

great spirits through the centuries have made amongst the 

shelved historic relics and considers the reaction of the moment 

as the only thing of value. Such a policy is retro-active and 

destructive. ~t ignores the very foundation upon which the very 

Look at what is 
t:'~ t "1' . 
the ,!ir st h-al f -o-f 

as an illustration. dome of the great 

institutions of higher learning in the world have been de

molished and made present day personal political propaganda 

centers. 

it is the responsibility of the College to follow neither 

the dogmatism of the ultra hide-bound conservative nor the 
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dogmatism of the thoughtless radical in whatever fields of 

education they may be found, but to help the student to see 

the light of truth and of life such as it is. 'For colleges 

are builders of life on the fundamental basis of truth and of 

beauty -- truth and beauty in the life of the spirit and truth 

and beauty of the cos~os. They must not only in the largest 

and most liberal way follow th
ffJ 

~ight of truth and of beauty, 
f',\ 

they must also be openAto every boy and every girl who is able 

and willing to follow the light of life. 
I 

I 

Much of what the ultra conservative holds dear is precious 

beyond words for the life of today. ~hat the great lighthouses 

of the spirit in the past centuri.es have contributed in art 

t..AI~IIIIU O--;P&l· ~ii'o[ ba sJ g f our 
~ ~ r' 

of tOda~k We cannot ~!£nor~ arld understand, 

the life of today. If we ignore that, we will not only be 

the very fund~entals of the life of today, but we 

will be blind to the sacred eternal principles of life such 

as it is. As a great thinke40f the modern day has put it, 

the moral and spiritual principles and truths are as valid 

in the life of man as gravity is in the COSMOS. If we discard 

these great contributions we face about on the road toward 

progress and move back toward barbarism as far as the finer 

principles of the life of the spirit are concerned. 
not 

We of course must not only/close our eyes to these great 
-' 

contributions, but we must also keep our eyes open to what 

modern science has given and is giving to life today. For 

those contributions of science are just as precious as the 

contributions by the men and women of the past centuries. 

Students must learn this no.t in terms of credit hours and grades, 



not only in terms of jobs and material inco~e, whatever value 

that aspect may have. They must learn to underst~nd th~~-
~ , I 

, sc~ence ~ the great creativ the cosmos and 
~. ( .. ~, f . 

£1$ forces W1B: eh '~ haV€ added immensely to the welfare and happi-

ness of man. In the study of science our colleges must not only 

emphasize the technique necessary for the specialist in a some-

what , c~SPed departmentalism, but they must lead the students 
- .., 

to understand what the science in which he or she is interested 

" eo~tri b~t_es _to lifj.A A prine ipal in a Florida high se 

asked by the 8th grade teacher to co~e to her room. She said 

she could do nothing with her class in ratio and proportion 

in arithmetic. The principal went ~nto the room. It was a 
A.J J'i',~" I tI\1"'\t. ~...,. 

bright sunshiny day. ~~ said to the class that "he wanted to 

know the length of the telephone pole in front of the school 

but he had no ladder and no pole long enough to measure it. He 

asked the boys whether they could help him to the necessary 

information. Most of the children looked puzzled, but directly 

one of the boys remembered a similar problem in the book. He 

called the attention of the class to 'time 

a~~ tpe class went out in the the 
JI..'1 "V'IV 

length of t e pOle. V'as that 

Why cannot the professor of physics, of chemistry, or 
CA-f!f ", 

any ot~er science d~the same? I once went into a physics 
A , IN ' 

laboratorY
A 

and found the class s erving tea. I said, "Is this 

somebody's birthday?" They said, no, we Made an electric heater. 

We studied the c\~rent, the resistance, t~ heat , etc. and now 
t 

we have our 'problem solved and WE are using· to make tea. 

of physics lower the dignity 
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The professors in our colleges should always present 

the subject matter to the students in such a way that they 

can understand what it means to life. If students do not get 
I 

that aspect of the subject or subjec~s they are studying, 

they are seriously deficient in theiT education. 
T-v 

who fails to lead the students in this way fails in his or 

her work. - I am not referring here to vocational education, 
,'1 

valuable as that phase of education is. I am emphasing that 

the college sho d,/od, S on the larger and deeper OU~lOOk on 

life by directing the student-to get acquainted with the great 

contributions which the great thinkers aDi 18:.'iiw'4;.g in the various 

fielda of, hqman ae '~~ties have ~ade in the progress 9f oyr 
_ to: , -q'..t. V; - td-~ . t . "I l A-1 (><..' ',-t 

civilization~and then also to lead the student to express this 

knowle~ge in terms of life. The college, of course, must also 

lead the student to see with a clear insight the forces that 

retard ciyilization and even produce disaster and retrogression 

Ifor such forces were and are active in hmman life just as is 
I 

the hurricane tn the CoSMOS and bacteria in the hpman body. jro;ir 
~ 1 VI 

~
Eor that . &-~l~o importantf "r our civilization. 

.. "i 

It is,of course, understood that what the college is 

doing will and must express itself in terms of life and so is 
t f 

pre-eminently usefu~ would not agree with the ~nglish 

headmaster who would rule usefulness out of the college, who 

when asked what the use of Latin was, thanked God that it had 

no use. The college is not a cloistered institution separated 

from life. It is exactly the opposite. Nor is it to narrow 

down on vocational education only. Its outptand~ng ai~ ~ is to 
tv \f A ( • r flV.-l· " f\~ 

give an uplifting ~tim~lus~ all asp'c s and activities of 

life and so be useful in the finest and highest sense. For 
oJ! 

a deeper understandingof truth and lbeauty in the life of the 



spirit and in the cosmos comes to real fruition only when 

it expresses itself in terms of life. Goethe, that great 

student of human life says: 

-* nV as .' die schovheit der Natur nutzt 

Nor dein~ Augen dir 

Was 
,-

das Gebildete der Kunst nutzt 

Ringsum dich har 

Wenn Liebevolle schbpfungskraft 

Nicht deipe Seele F~llt und 

In deinen Finge~spitzen dir 

Nicht w.mer bi l dend wird." 

Th is fundamental principle i s true in all our 

educationl endeavors. 
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